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FOREWORD
The purpose of this book is to show you some places where you can go and see some wonderfully
picturesque flowers and scenes during the four seasons of the year in Japan. We shall start with winter and work our way through spring, summer and finally autumn. Many of the photos to be found
in this book were taken in Tokyo. You have to understand that Tokyo, Japan is much more than a
city. Governmentally it is treated as a separate Prefecture (a state in the USA). Tokyo is 2,187 sq.
km (844 sq. mi). The east to west length of Tokyo is about 83 km (52 mi) and the north to south
width is about 20 km (12 mi). The elevation ranges from sea level to 2,017 meters (6,617 feet) and
this book shall take you to both extremes.
This book will take you as far north as you can go on Hokkaido, the Northern Island, as well as to
Akita, Aomori, Fukushima, Gifu, Gunma, Kanagawa, Nagano, Niigata, Saitama, Shizuoka, Tochigi,
Toyama, Yamagata and Yamanashi Prefectures.
In some cases a particular place has been photographed in more than one season and in some of
those cases we will try to place the multi-season photos on the same or the following page.
All of the photos were taken by us – Daniel Wieczorek and Kazuya Numazawa. If you ever see any
of these photographs on display with claims under a different name, please let us know.
We try to get out virtually every weekend, although sometimes we are hampered by poor weather,
poor health or some other problem and we end up staying at home.
We hope that you will find some photographs herein which will excite your imagination and make
you want to come to Japan and tour around to some of the places you see here.
In some cases we are purposefully vague as to the precise locations where a flower was found. Plant
theft is a very real problem in Japan and we are afraid to tell you where we find some of the less
common flowers.
By the way, I (Daniel) did all of the writing and Kazuya did a fair percentage of the photography. So,
do not be surprised from time to time when you see references such as “Kazuya” and “that’s me…”.
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Regions & Prefectures of Japan
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Kyushu
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Regions visited in this book are:
Hokkaido, Tohoku, Chubu and Kanto
Prefectures by Region:
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& 23. Kanagawa
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PART 1: WINTER
These photos of Frost Flowers were taken at Mt. Takao (Takao-san) (599 meters = 1,965 feet)
on or about December 21st – the first day of winter. These incredible things occur on the stems of
Keiskea japonica (Shimobashira in Japanese) (no English common name). You may ask how
they form. It appears that water, or perhaps the sap, within the stem may freeze, which causes the
stem tissue to burst like a frozen water pipe, and this allows the water or the ice to extrude outward.
As the moisture within the stem freezes, it pushes outward like toothpaste from the tube, thus forming the ribbon-like pattern common to many of these formations. As it extrudes, the ribbon may
curl and loop as gravity and other forces affect the process.

Note the amazing shapes
to be found.

Overleaf: Two more Frost Flowers. The height of
the one on page 3 is about 45 centimeters (18 inches)
in height.
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On the same day
that we find frost
flowers
at
Mt.
Takao (Takao-san)
we also can usually
see a phenomenon
called
“Diamond
Fuji”. This is the
day when the sun
sets directly behind
Mt. Fuji from this
location. It usually
happens very close
to the winter solstice

Note how far to the
left of Mt. Fuji the
sun is in the upper
photo.
It is
amazing
that
nd
the 2 photo
was taken just
24 minutes later
– on the same
day.
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Here are two very
snowy shots taken at
Tsuru-no-yu (Hot
Spring
of
the
Crane) in Akita
Prefecture. This is
a very wonderful
place to go for a
winter
holiday.
There are several
hot springs here.
The one shown here
is the largest one
and the only one
which is outdoors.
The photo below
shows some of the
hot spring buildings.
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January Photos and Story
These photos were taken at Mt.
Zao (1,841 meters = 6,040 feet)
in Yamagata Prefecture. Mt.
Zao is famous as a ski resort and
also famous for the scenic “snow
monsters” which occur on the
trees when winter weather
conditions are proper. These
“snow monsters” are a rime and
hoarfrost phenomenon and they
can accumulate to 3 or more feet
(= 1+ meter) thick on the trees.
In the picture above you should
notice the skiers for scale.
If you are a skier then this is a great place to go for a ski adventure with a little extra – not every ski
area has these scenic “snow monsters”. The Japanese term for “snow monster” is “Ju Hyou”.
Facing page: A final “snow monster” photo.
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Ginzan Onsen is an Onsen (Hot Spring) area in Obanazawa, Yamagata Prefecture.
Below is a photo of Ginzan (Silver Mountain) Onsen. The name originates from a silver discovery in this area around 500 years ago. Very graceful and picturesque three and four-story wooden
inns line the banks of the Ginzan-gawa, or Ginzan River. The promenade here is lit by gas lamps
and it presents a stunning view as the lamps reflect off the river at sunset and at night.
There are several therapeutic Hot Springs here. The water is milky-white, and is supposedly particularly effective for curing exhaustion and relieving stress. The Ginzan Hot Springs are hotter than
most, reaching temperatures over 55° C (131° F). These hot springs will warm you to the very core
and keep you warm after you get out, so they’re especially great for people who have trouble with
cold temperatures.
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The photo above is Yamanaka Lake – one of the group of the “Mt. Fuji 5 Lakes”. The 5 Lakes
include Lake Kawaguchi – the most famous of the group – Lake Motosu, Western Lake (Saiko),
Lake Shoji and of course – Yamanaka Lake.
This photo was taken on January 7th. It was a bright sunny day, but the wind was howling around
Mt. Fuji and it was also blowing pretty terribly right here where we were standing. This is the north
side of Yamanaka Lake. Early in the morning it is fun to witness the sunrise from here. At that
time of the day the lake is generally mirror calm and of course Mt. Fuji is perfectly reflected in the
lake.
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Here is something which you don’t see
every day. The bright red spot in the
above photo is a partial “sun pillar”, as
is the column of red above the sun in
the photo to the right.
Sun pillars are a phenomenon created
by sunlight reflecting off of distant falling ice crystals. The ice crystals have
near horizontal parallel planar surfaces.
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The photo shown above was taken on a trail which leads to Mt. Kawanori, a 1,364 meter (4,474
feet) mountain in Western Tokyo. There are several small and medium sized waterfalls along this
trail. This photo was taken on a cloudy winter day as we were hiking this trail up to the largest waterfall – Hyakuhiro Waterfall.
The photos on the next 2 pages show you Hyakuhiro Waterfall in winter and in summer. This waterfall is 30 – 40 meters in height; there is no definitive height information published.
Both the winter photo and the summer photo show a person for scale. In the winter photo you will
notice the large ice cone at the bottom of the falls. Also, notice the large rock near the person. This
rock fell sometime after the summer photo was taken.
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The above photo is a beautiful white Plum Blossom (Prunus sp.). Plum blossoms can be found
around the Tokyo area from about mid-January through mid-March or thereabouts. This photo was
taken at Jindai Botanical Garden.
The facing page photo exhibits a beautiful pink Plum Blossom, also at Jindai Botanical Garden.
The photo on page 16 shows the pond at Jindai Botanical Garden. The coniferous trees have
their snow protectors on them. The purpose of these ropes is, as the name implies, to protect the
trees from heavy snowfalls. The heavy snows would break the branches. Of course the ropes do
not catch all of the snow, but they catch enough so that the branches do not break. In the Tokyo
area snow is not common and when it falls it is very wet and heavy and generally melts in a day or
two.
And that ends the photos of January.
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February Photos and Story
Here is a photo which was taken in early February near Hinohara, in Far Western Tokyo. Isn’t
this just the prettiest small valley you can imagine? It is to us. Can you find the waterfall up there
just a little bit below the center of the photo? That is Tengu Waterfall. We hiked up this valley
later in the season on a search for spring flowers and we will show you a photo of the waterfall from
up close at that time.

If you are going to spend the next hour searching for
the waterfall then we’ll show you where it is. It
shows up quite well through binoculars.
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The photo above and the two photos on the facing page, taken in Nogawa Park, are Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubun-sou in Japanese). This is the very first small ground flower which we
find around the Tokyo Area. We sometimes find the first flowers as early as the 2nd week of January,
but they do not peak around the Tokyo Area until later on in February. In the mountains they do
not peak until late March. When we find this flower it is always a rather exciting day because it indicates that spring will be coming again one of these days relatively soon.
The above photo shows quite a large patch of this plant. The upper photo on the facing page shows
a nice accumulation in a small space. The lower photo on the facing page is the most perfect exhibit
we have ever seen. The yellow objects are the nectaries – note the perfect circle in which they are
arranged.
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The flowers on this page, also
taken in Nogawa Park, are
Skunk Cabbage (Symplocarpus
foetidus) (Zazen-sou in Japanese).
The first image was taken in midFebruary and the lower image was
not taken until the middle of
March. In the upper photograph
the flowers are still perfectly
shaped and quite colorful whereas
they are becoming faded and losing their shape in the lower photo.
There are at least 2 kinds of Skunk
Cabbage in Japan. This type is the
earlier type. The other type does
not occur until later in the season.
We will show you a photo of it
later on.
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After those photos of spring
flowers on the
previous
few
pages, can you
believe
that
you’re seeing this
photo of very
heavy
snow?
Well, obviously
this was not
taken in Tokyo.
These two photos, were taken
in Fukushima
Prefecture
in
mid-February.
They were also
both taken from
the windows of
the
Tadami
Line Train. It’s
very difficult to
take photos from
a train window, if
you don’t believe
it, then you
should try it.
There are often
electrical wires in
the way, there are
also markers and
other items beside the railroad
tracks.
Good
luck with your
own efforts.
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Here is another spring flower for you to enjoy. This photo collage shows 3 cultivars of Witch Hazel (Hamamelis sp.). We find this flower later on in February and in early to mid-March in the
Tokyo Area. These 3 photos were all taken in or near Jindai Botanical Garden on the west side of
Tokyo. We often go to Jindai Botanical Garden and also to a special natural plants area of Nogawa
Park. Both of these places are near enough to our apartment so that we can easily bicycle to them.
Entrance into the natural plants area of Nogawa Park is free and entrance into Jindai Botanical Garden is reasonable considering the size of it. We generally buy a one year pass – it pays for itself in
merely 4 visits.
And that’s the final February image.
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March Photos and
Story
This cute little plant is
Chrysosplenium album var.
stamineum. It can be found
as one of the earlier tiny
flowers in damp to wet areas
along mountain trails. It likes
to grow on rocks and rock
outcroppings. The flower is
about 5 millimeters (0.25
inch) in diameter, so it is a
challenge to photograph. It is
also found in areas which get
very little direct sunlight,
another reason it is difficult
to photograph. We always
look for it on Mt. Takao
(Takao-san) in late winter to
early spring.
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On the facing page you can see a photo of Asarum nipponicum. This is also known as Heterotropa nipponica and also as Heterotropa kooyana var. nipponica. The flowers of Asarum are
often buried under the leaves and other forest litter and generally you have to do a bit of digging to
expose the flower. The flowers develop during the winter, which is probably the reason they develop under the forest litter. This photo exhibits a particularly interesting lighting effect. The
specimen shown here was found on one of the slopes of Mt. Takao.

The weird little plant and flower just below is Mitella pauciflora. The left image is the entire plant
and the right image shows a close-up of the flowers. This is another plant of very damp areas and
can often be found right on the banks of small streams and on small islands. It grows only where
the water is clean and cold. The Mitella genus is native to temperate and arctic North America and
Asia. It can also be found on a slope of Mt. Takao.
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Here is a beautiful specimen of Viola obtusa, one of several violets which can be found near Mt.
Takao (Takao-san) beginning around mid-March. We have taken many photos of violets – we
might even be considered violets maniacs by some people. We’ll be showing you some more selected photos of violets as we enter the Spring season, just a few pages from here. Before that
though – we are going to go to another snowy place.
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Let’s take a trip to the
Hakuba Mountains of
Nagano
Prefecture.
They are part of the
Hida Mountains – also
known as the Japanese
Northern Alps Mountain Range. When we
visited this area, on
March 14th, it began as a
very cloudy day up at
this elevation. We did
not expect to be able to
see anything except
clouds all day long. The
photo to the right shows
a scene that surprised us
greatly when the clouds
parted. We were not expecting anything nearly
as beautiful as this.
Clouds came
and went for
the next hour
or so, but
when there
were
no
clouds
the
scenery was
beyond belief.
Upper photo:
10:22 AM

10:27 AM
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10:30 AM
These photos were all taken at
Tsugaike Kogen. This is not very far
from the top of the highest ropeway on
the mountain. The elevation here is
about 1,850 meters or 6,070 feet. As
you can see, we are quite far below the
summits of the surrounding Hakuba
Mountains.

10:31 AM

We will return to this area again in July,
and show you additional photos of
these mountains which were taken in
the summer months.

10:35 AM
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Upper Photo:
10:45 AM

Right:
10:47 AM
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These two photos, and the one
on the facing page, were taken
on or about March 15th in various years. They are all of a place
named Yoshino Baigo. This is
in Hinatawada, a part of Ome
City. It is served by the East
Japan Railway – Chuo Line. It
is in Western Tokyo.
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We have visited this place several times and we can warn you that, at this time of the year it can rain,
so be careful when picking the day when you want to visit here.
It can also be quite crowded if you choose a beautiful weather Saturday or Sunday to visit. Don’t get
discouraged

You can pick up a map of the Hinatawada Area at the train station before you start walking.
There are a lot of plum trees in this area and you can very easily spend an entire day hiking around
the area enjoying the beautiful plum blossoms.
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This is, quite obviously, another violet – this one is Viola japonica. We’re not going to tell you the
specific location where we find this plant every year other than to say that it is somewhere on Mt.
Takao (Takao-san). This is such a beautiful plant. Apparently it is quite happy with this site because it always has a large number of flowers and it never fails to amaze us. This species, V. japonica, comes in at least 2 colors – this white one and also a very beautiful purplish-blue colored one.
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Have you ever eaten Morel Mushrooms (Morchella esculenta) with a fine Japanese steak? We
can tell you that the taste is the most amazing thing this side of heaven! We can generally find these
mushrooms just a few days before the spring equinox near our house. It is fortunate that most
Japanese people do not realize that this is an edible mushroom, and therefore there is no competition for it.
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The above photo was taken from the Owakudani Ropeway in Kanagawa Prefecture on March
20th one year. It was snowing and blowing and we wondered if we would be blown off the cable.
There were not many people at Owakudani on this trip. The Owakudani Ropeway is one of the
routes you can take to travel to Hakone and Lake Ashi (Ashinoko in Japanese) (also in Kanagawa
Prefecture). The view from the summit of Owakudani is amazing on a clear day – you can see Mt.
Fuji very wonderfully.
This is a volcanic area and the photo on the facing page shows eggs which have been hard-boiled in
the hot volcanic water. These “Black Eggs” are a popular attraction for tourists visiting the area.
Legend has it that each egg you eat will lengthen your life by 7 years. If the legend is true, we will
both live to be VERY OLD MEN!
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This is the final photo of winter, on the facing page we will begin spring. This is “Yoseki”. It is an
elaborate wood mosaic and has been treasured in Japan since olden times. The top 3 pieces in the
above collage are the parts of the bottom left image of a very beautiful tea box. The bottom right
image is an accessory bowl or candy bowl. Different woods are used for the different colors. Rods
of the different woods are glued together and then the glued together rods are turned on a wood
lathe to create the objects which you see in this photo. Supposedly this Yoseki is made only in the
Hakone area.
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PART 2: SPRING
As we enter the spring season we start to find an abundance of flowers and we start getting out a
great deal more than we do during the winter. As we mentioned previously, some people would
consider us to be violets maniacs – be mentally prepared! Below is a Viola phalacrocarpa. This
violet flower has a very hairy center and the flower is VERY purple. It is a beautiful violet which we
generally do not see many specimens of in the short violet season.
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The photo on the facing page is a Trout Lily – an Erythronium japonicum. It is a very beautiful
flower and can be found from late March until mid-April and even into May, depending on where
you search for it. Notice the mottling of the leaves. It is a protected species here in Japan, although
it does not seem rare. This photo was taken at Jindai Botanical Garden.

The photo below is an orchid. This is Cymbidium goeringii. It is getting more rare every year
due to its popularity as a lawn and yard flower. When we first started searching for this species it
was fairly common in some of our regular mountain haunts. A few years later it had virtually disappeared in some of the areas where we had previously found it in abundance, with the only indications that it had been there being a series of holes in the ground. This action on the part of humanity is so very disappointing to see. This particular photo was taken in Nogawa Park.
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The above photo is Mt. Fuji.
It was taken from along the trail
hiking to the summit of Mt.
Mitsutouge (1,785 meters =
5,857 feet). The triple peak of
Mt. Mitsutouge is shown in the
photo to the right.
Mt.
Mitsutouge is a steep mountain
to climb. It can be climbed
either from Kawaguchi Lake or
from
Mitsutouge
Train
Station.
The route from
Mitsutouge Station is the steep
way. If you choose this route
be mentally prepared for the
steepness.
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April Photos and
Story
The two photos on this
page were taken near the
beginning of April in different years. They are, of
course, cherry blossoms.
The upper photo was
taken on the International Christian University (ICU) entry road
in Mitaka, on the west
side of Tokyo. The lower
photo was taken at the
Imperial Palace – Chidorigafuchi Moat. What
an amazing scene! You
can just about set your
clock by the appearance
of the Cherry
Blossoms. They
always appear at
just about the 1st
of April.
Cherry Blossom
viewing is called
“Hanami” and it
is a nice thing to
do with a bento
(lunch box) and a
bottle of high
quality Saké. You
will find many
people out enjoying the cherry
blossoms. They
are only at their
peak for about 3
days, so don’t
miss this occasion.
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Here are two additional Cherry
Blossom photos. The one above is
out in the countryside and is so
beautiful as to just about be
shocking. The one to the right was
taken at night with a flash. The full
moon stands out nicely in the clear
sky.
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December Photos and Story
Here we enter the final month of the year and we have only selected 13 photos from December
through the years, so we will wrap up this month pretty quickly. Most of what we have to show you
for December is final autumn color photos.
This photo shows a lily seedhead on a bright sunny day. This was taken at Nogawa Park – that’s
the park where we can easily go to on bicycle. We are able to see many seedheads like this one and
they are persistent even into very late winter. We have sometimes even collected them and brought
them home to use as winter decorations in bud vases.
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This is a Persimmon
Tree (Diospyros sp.)
which
was
found
growing in front of a
picturesque old house.
This was quite near our
house. Obviously this
photo was manipulated
with imaging software
to convert everything to
grayscale except for the
Persimmon fruits.

We are sorry to report
that this tree is no
longer here, it was cut
down a couple of years
after this photo was
taken. It would not
surprise us to see the
house disappear one
day soon too – to be
replaced by something
more modern and
“plastic”.
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Here is the final photo of autumn – this photo was taken one year on December 19th. It is under the
Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) trees at Jindai Botanical Garden. You saw the trees from
which these needles fell back on pages 322 and 323. The photos on those 2 pages were taken from
the opposite side of this pond and looking at the trees which you only see the trunks of in this photo.
It is amazing that these needles can be so orange or brick-red.
We hope that you have enjoyed your tour of the areas of Japan which we have taken you to in these
several pages. For more photos you can take a tour of our respective websites – http://danwiz.com
is Daniel’s website and Kazuya’s can be found at http://studiesofplantsandwildlife.blogspot.com or
alternately, http://www2.blogger.com/profile/02622643778290337101. If you are reading this several years after it is published we cannot guarantee that these websites will still exist, but as long as
we live we hope to maintain them. You can also contact us through our respective websites. There
is an e-mail link on http://danwiz.com. You can leave a comment on Kazuya’s Blog and ask him
to contact you.
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